ADDENDUM NO. 1

Date: June 19, 2015
Client: Montgomery County Community College
Project: Kitchen Sanitary Pipe Replacement
Entech Project No.: 2335.03

The contents of this Addendum alter and amend the drawings and take precedence over all related items as though originally included therein. Cost of all items shall be included in bidder’s proposal. Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the bid form. Failure to do so may subject bidder to disqualification.

Drawing Items

Item 1.1 Drawing P-101 Plumbing – Partial Floor Plan:

A. Plumbing Specifications – Sanitary Drain piping and fitting shall be changed to cast iron hub & Spigot, service weight pipe.

Item 1.2 Drawing A-101 Architectural – Demolition and New Work Plan:

A. In Stair SW and Elevator Room (corridor) 163B the rubber tile shall be removed carefully for re-installation by the contractor but the contractor will not be responsible for re-installing rubber tile or installing new rubber tile. Installation will be done by the college.
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